
 

Learning Project - Space 

Cookie Monsters WEEK 9 
There will also be lots of work set on Purple Mash. Pick and choose as suits you.  

Weekly Reading Tasks Weekly Phonics Tasks 

Monday- Ask your child to select a book and imagine they are reading it in space. 
Try reading it with a flashlight just before bedtime.  
 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/api/interactives/29272.html   read A place in 
Space in the Oxford Owl library,  

Monday- The word ‘space’ contains the sound ‘a-e’. Ask your child to list as many 
words as they can containing the ‘a-e’ sound. Your child might identify words that 
contain an alternative spelling for ‘a-e’ such as ai/ay/a.  
 
You can look in the book < for some examples 

Tuesday- Ask your child to listen to Look Up! read by the author and then take 
part in a drawing session with the book’s illustrator. This is a really nice story with 
lots to look at in the illustrations – get the children to notice how many people are 
looking at screens and not paying attention to the world around them. Really nice 
little drawing along with the illustrator session to go with it, nice and slow and 
straightforward. 
 
https://safeyoutube.net/w/6Lk6  

Tuesday- red table ‘there’, ‘move’, ‘climb’, ‘fast’ and ‘behind’ are some of the 
words that children in KS1 need to be able to spell. Can your child use these to 
write sentences about a rocket travelling into space?  
Blue table – spell these words, planets, galaxy, asteroid, comet, launch, and use 
them in some sentences. How many space words can you think of? 

Wednesday- Take a look at these facts about space  
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/science/space/ten-facts-about-space/ 
 
and read them together. This book has info on the planets  

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/api/interactives/12966.html Oxford Owl has 

further facts. 

Wednesday- Look at the words: want, wash, wasp, wand, swallow, squash, 
swap, squad, swamp, watch. Ask your children to sound talk the words and 
identify how the letter a should be pronounced in each of these words (/o/). Explain 
that when /w/ comes before vowels it can affect the pronunciation of the vowel.  

Thursday- This book has info on the planets   ‘Way out Day out’ 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/api/interactives/12966.html lhas further facts. 

Thursday- Write the names of the planets on separate pieces of paper and 
practise reading them. Can your child order them alphabetically?  

Friday-  
 
Red group (Blue group can do this too, it is a lovely little story): Listen to Beegu 
here. Can your child write a character description about Beegu? Encourage them 
to talk about the story. Can they 
 
Blue group: read and listen to this story  ‘Journey to Mars’ 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/api/digital_books/1290.html  

Friday-  Red group Play the online game ‘Yes/No Yeti’  
https://www.phonicsbloom.com/uk/game/yes-no-yeti?phase=5# 
 
Blue group and the ‘Suffix Factory’. Can your child list words that end in the 
suffixes: ing, en, ly? https://www.phonicsbloom.com/uk/game/suffix-factory-set-
2?phase=6   

Weekly Writing Tasks  Weekly Maths Tasks- Length and Height 

Monday- Ask your child to design and draw their own space ship. Let them be Monday- Ask your child to find a book in your house. Can they find three items 
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really creative. Now create a list of adjectives to describe it and verbs to describe 
how it moves. We are going to use these words tomorrow 

which are longer than the book and three items which are shorter? Order the items 
from longest to shortest. Measure the items to work out the difference in lengths. 

Tuesday- Now that they have designed their space ship, ask your child to create 
an advertisement for the space ship launch. How much will it cost? Will people be 
able to take holidays to different planets? What time will it launch? Is there 
anything else on offer? What will the food be like? Where will passengers 
sleep?  

Tuesday- Can your child write down the name of each family in order from tallest 
to shortest. Is the tallest person the oldest person or not? Discuss why this might 
not be true. They could measure family members using a measuring tape.  

Wednesday- Maybe you have a big box or something you could use to create an 

imaginary space ship for your child to play in.  Use this video as a starter 
https://www.literacyshed.com/thewaybackhome.html and look at the writing 
task ideas underneath the video if your child can write a story about their trip to 

space? Are they an astronaut or a stowaway? Where are they heading? Do they 
land on an alien planet? What is it like? Do they meet any aliens? Maybe they are 
regular space travellers and meet with alien beings all the time. Maybe the aliens 
are part of the crew, like on Star Trek. Can they write about a space adventure – 
maybe they have to escape a black hole or and exploding star. You could carry 
this on tomorrow if they get into it.  

Wednesday- Play this game https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-
games/measuring-in-cm to practise measuring things with a ruler. Write handy 
hints for using a ruler e.g. start at 0. 
 
 
Practise using a ruler and drawing lines of different lengths. Try to create some 
random shapes using lines of different lengths. If you have some spare string or 
cotton, you could give your child a list of lengths and ask them to measure and cut 
the string correctly. Emphasise starting at 0cm and getting the ruller round the right 
way! 

Thursday- Encourage your child to research facts about a planet and then create 
a fact file about their chosen planet. This could be Earth.  

Thursday- Look outside, in your garden or on your walk, can your child find things 
that are taller than they are and things that are shorter than they are?   

Friday- Watch the Disney short “La Luna” here. Ask your child to write a short 
diary entry about the star crashing into the moon.  

Friday (theme)  Can your child design a logo for their rocket? They must include 
the following 2D shapes: rectangle, triangle, hexagon and heptagon.  

 

Craft Project - to be done throughout the week 

The project this week aims to provide opportunities for your child to learn more about space. Learning may focus on our Solar System, the Sun and the 

Moon. It could look at life in outer space from the view of an astronaut and travelling through space.   

 

● Our Solar System- Make a solar system model. You could use papier mache, Can they name the planets in our solar system? Use the Solar System Song to 
create a diagram showing the order of the planets.  

 

● Space ship Creation- As part of their writing tasks, your child has designed a rocket. Ask your child to create their rocket using objects they can find in the 

home such as cardboard boxes, newspapers and tin foil. Can they write a set of instructions to share with a family member or friend 

Science 

●  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMX7zgaLC0w    make a balloon rocket, how far can it go? 

●  

https://sciencebob.com/make-a-balloon-rocket/ instructions here 
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